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Happy to say that on 1st June xoopsfactory celebrated it's second anniversary. Xoopsfactory
was there to be my playground for xoops Version 2 and partly there were some tips, information
and things. 1st June 2003 was the day, xoopsfactory was born  and even more happy to see
an new star rising to the world of CMS XOOSPHERE is announced on 1st of June too. Thanks
Herko! for submitting the roadmap on this date.

To celebrate this anniversary and the event of XOOSPhere, i had nothing else in my head than
regging the domain xoosphere.de  which will be my playground for the comming versions
and where i will place news and stuff from xoops.org in german language and this time hopefully
more than only dummy content.

Thanks again to all member of xoops-team.
Always have FUN

michael
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